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In this issue there appears an original opinion piece (8. Why is Canada recognizing North 
Korea?) written by Charles Burton, Department of Political Science at Brock University. 
Although not written as such, it is a fitting reply to last week's opinion piece by Peter 
Worthington. 
***********************************************
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1. CANADA ANNOUNCES RECOGNITION OF DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 
OF KOREA FOLLOWING BILATERAL TALKS IN BANGKOK 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT), Ottawa, 26 July 2000

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy today announced, following a very productive 
meeting with Foreign Minister Paek Nam Sun of the Democratic People's Republic of 
Korea (DPRK), that Canada formally recognizes the DPRK as a state and member of the 
international community. In addition, the Ministers agreed to begin technical discussions 
leading to the establishment of diplomatic relations between both countries as soon as 
feasible. Mr. Axworthy made the announcement in Bangkok, Thailand, where he and his 
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counterpart from the DPRK are attending the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) Regional Forum.
The Ministers consulted on a broad range of topics, including peace and security, trade 
and investment, economic development and cultural and academic relations.
"For some time now, the DPRK has been reaching out to the international community and 
attempting to increase the number of countries with which it has foreign relations," said 
Mr. Axworthy. "Canada welcomes this initiative, and intends to assist the DPRK to 
integrate itself into international affairs."
The Minister welcomed the participation of the DPRK in its first ASEAN Regional Forum 
meeting and underlined the importance of the forum to regional security. He also noted 
that Prime Minister Chrétien and his G-8 counterparts had issued a statement on the 
Korean Peninsula on July 21, in Okinawa Japan, which welcomed the recent Inter-Korean 
Summit between DPRK leader Kim Jong Il and Republic of Korea President Kim Dae 
Jung; encouraged both leaders to reduce tensions and establish peace on the Korean 
Peninsula; supported the Republic of Korea's engagement policy and welcomed the 
constructive attitude shown by the DPRK.  
Finally, Mr. Axworthy pointed out that this was the first ministerial-level meeting between 
the Canadian and DPRK governments. 
The historic meeting is one of the last steps in a process of formalizing bilateral relations 
initiated by the Government of Canada in 1998 when Mr. Axworthy endorsed a more 
active engagement approach toward the DPRK. Since that time, contacts between both 
countries' embassies in Beijing have steadily increased, and five bilateral missions have 
taken place over the last 10 months. These included two Canadian missions to the DPRK 
to lay the groundwork for today's ministerial meeting and the hosting of three official and 
unofficial delegations from the DPRK. These encounters were aimed at building mutual 
understanding and conveying key policy views, with a particular emphasis on regional 
security.
"This is a much anticipated moment for both countries," said Mr. Axworthy. "I look forward 
to establishing official channels of diplomatic communication in order to broaden and 
deepen understanding and relations between our two countries."
Prior to today's announcement, Canada did not recognize the DPRK, nor did the two 
countries have diplomatic relations. Despite this fact, Canadian non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) have been active in the country since the mid-1990s when the 
international community became aware of extreme food shortages. Since 1997, the 
Canadian International Development Agency has also made humanitarian food aid 
donations to the DPRK, which it has channelled through the United Nation's World Food 
Program and Canadian NGOs. These assistance programs have resulted in over $30 
million in assistance to date.
In addition, academics from several Canadian universities have pursued contacts with 
their DPRK counterparts since 1990. These informal institutional links facilitated the 
rapprochement between both countries.
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**********************************************
2. CANADA ESTABLISHES FORMAL TIES WITH NORTH KOREA 
Reuters, Bangkok, 26 July 2000 

Canada said on Wednesday it was establishing formal relations with hard-line communist 
North Korea and hoped to achieve full diplomatic relations by the end of the year. 
...
"Canada formally recognizes the DPRK as a state and member of the international 
community,'' Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy said in a statement released in 
Ottawa. 
Following talks with North Korean Foreign Minister Paek Nam-sum, Axworthy told 
reporters in Bangkok: "We will formally recognize North Korea and agreed to start 
discussions on how we can achieve diplomatic relations.'' 
When asked if full diplomatic relations could be achieved by the end of the year, Axworthy 
replied: "That would certainly be my hope.'' 
The meeting with the North Korean minister, at an East Asian security meeting, marked 
the first ministerial-level meeting between the two governments and culminated months of 
lower-level contact.
Axworthy said he hoped a Canadian parliamentary delegation would visit North Korea in 
September. 
...
The Canadian government statement said the two ministers agreed to begin technical 
discussions leading to the establishment of diplomatic relations as soon as possible. 
"For some time now, the DPRK has been reaching out to the international community and 
attempting to increase the number of countries with which it has foreign relations,'' 
Axworthy said in the statement. "Canada welcomes this initiative and intends to assist the 
DPRK to integrate itself into international affairs.'' 
The Canadian statement said that in 1998 Axworthy had endorsed an approach of more 
active engagement with Pyongyang. Since then, contacts between both countries 
embassies in Beijing have steadily increased, and five bilateral missions have taken place 
over the last 10 months. These included two Canadian missions to North Korea to lay the 
groundwork for the meeting in Bangkok and three delegations from North Korea. 
Axworthy -- a prime advocate of "soft power'' and engagement with countries like Cuba 
and China -- had said he hoped discussions with North Korea on security issues might 
help offset concerns propelling the U.S. National Missile Defense shield proposal. That 
program, of which he is a lead critic, is designed to protect against attacks by what the 
United States terms "rogue states" -- foremost among them deemed to be North Korea. 
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In remarks to reporters on July 13, Axworthy said he would want North Korea to open up 
its missile program and eliminate or restrict its activities; make the process for delivering 
humanitarian assistance more transparent; and support South Korea's Sunshine Policy of 
detente toward Pyongyang. 
But Wednesday's statement did not say whether he had won any concessions in return for 
establishing ties. 
***********************************************
3. CANADA GIVES NORTH  KOREA DIPLOMATIC RECOGNITION
Canadian Press, Ottawa, 27 July 2000

Canada's move to bring North Korea in from the international cold is a small step toward 
easing tensions in the world's most populated region, say observers.  But while some 
believe the gesture signals a genuine thaw in western relations with the reclusive 
Communist country, others say it's too early to celebrate.
Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy announced Wednesday in Bangkok that Canada 
is extending diplomatic recognition to Pyongyang.
...
Among the Group of Eight most powerful countries, Russia. Italy, and now Canada 
officially recognize its existence.  Australia has recently established diplomatic links. 
Canadians have a big stake in what happens there and its effect on surrounding countries, 
said Nick Etheridge, executive vice-president of the Canadian Institute of International 
Affairs.
"What happens in Asia crucially affects global security in terms of refugee and people 
flows, crime and terrorism ... health issues (and) epidemics.  It's the most populated part 
of the world ... Things have to go right there, and it's in our interest as a country that they 
do.  If they don't, people start to appear off our coasts on boats."
**********************************************
4. CANADA RECOGNIZES NORTH KOREA BUT HAS LITTLE CONFIDENCE IN 
PYONGYANG
Agence France-Presse, Bangkok, 27 July 2000. 

AFP reported that after meeting with DRPK Foreign Minister Paek Nam-sun on 
Wednesday, Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy announced that Canada formally 
recognized the DPRK as a state and member of the international community.  However, 
Axworthy said, "We're a long way from having any confidence over North Korea's 
actions...  There's going to be a very steep learning curve for them.  North Korea, in this 
region, has been a problem, remains a problem.  We will use this (recognition) to raise a 
couple of tough, honest questions, in typical Canadian fashion.  There is no doubt in my 
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mind that this is a clear outreach choice.  But there is still a long way to go in what they're 
prepared to put into the pipeline.  Diplomatic relations carry no conditions.  We're not 
carrying banners and bunting."  
***********************************************
5. NORTH KOREA WINS INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION AS 'NORMAL STATE'
by Son Key Young, Staff Reporter, Korea Times, 27 July 2000

Partly shedding its long-held image as a rogue state, North Korea emerged as a "normal 
state'' in Bangkok by officially joining a regional security dialogue and securing recognition 
from Western countries as a dialogue partner. 
...
Throughout the sessions of the ASEAN Regional Forum and bilateral talks with foreign 
ministers from many Western countries, North Korea has stolen the limelight of the 
international media as a newcomer of the international community. 
ARF is the first political and security consultative body of both Asian and Western 
countries North Korea has joined as a full member. So far, North Korea has launched 
activities within the framework of the United Nations or the Non-Aligned Movement. 
In a bilateral meeting between Foreign Ministers Paek Nam-sun and Lloyd Axworthy 
Wednesday, Canada officially recognized North Korea as a state, an initial step for full 
diplomatic ties to be established in the foreseeable future. 
...
On Wednesday alone, North Korean Minister Paek met counterparts from eight countries. 
He also took part in the unofficial dinner of ARF foreign ministers which started at 7:30 
p.m. and lasted three hours. 
His meeting with Canadian Foreign Minister Axworthy started at 11:10 p.m. and ended at 
midnight. Paek won Canada's commitment that it would send a high-level delegation to 
Pyongyang in September to discuss the normalization of diplomatic relations. 
***********************************************
6. NEW ZEALAND SAYS NORTH KOREA TIES WILL BE ESTABLISHED SOON
Agence France-Presse, Bangkok, 28 July 2000

New Zealand hopes to establish diplomatic ties with North Korea soon, Foreign Minister 
Phil Goff said Friday after a bilateral meeting with his counterpart Paek Nam-Sun.
"Officials will be getting together in Jakarta soon and we hope that formal relations will be 
established," he said. "It is a process of moving to establish relations with North Korea and 
we are doing that now."
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***********************************************
7. NORTH KOREA PEEKS OUT FROM BEHIND THE CURTAINS
Agence France-Presse, Bangkok, 30 July 2000 

North Korea's first foray onto the diplomatic stage here last week pulled back the curtain 
on the Stalinist state a fraction, although doubts remain over how sincere its actions are. 
But no matter what the intentions behind it, North Korean Foreign Minister Paek Nam-
Sun's presence at a regional security forum in the Thai capital generated huge attention at 
a time its members warned it was fading into obscurity.
As the host of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), held under the umbrella of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Thailand highlighted the ASEAN members' ability 
to draw out the former pariah state.
"Countries that used to have frosty relations with North Korea have come together and 
have broken the icy curtain between them," said Thailand's Foreign Minister Surin 
Pitsuwan. "The momentum has been achieved between North Korea and the other 
countries."
During the week, Paek made a celebrated series of get-togethers with his counterparts 
from the United States, Japan and South Korea, and established diplomatic relations with 
Canada. Although he initially appeared stunned as he arrived into the push-and-shove of 
a major international media scrum, he soon relaxed and began taking the business of 
diplomacy in his stride.
The tremendous interest and goodwill extended to North Korea over the week was 
highlighted in comic manner at the uproarious final ARF dinner Friday night.
In the United States' now legendary skit performed in front of the other 22 delegations, US 
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright poked fun at the recent phasing out by Washington 
of the term "rogue state" -- the policy definition once embodied by North Korea.
"Just had my first handshake, with Foreign Minister Paek, Used to think he was a rogue, 
but here at ARF he's so in vogue," she belted out to the tune of the classic "Thanks for the 
memories".
But jokes aside, other ministers here sounded a note of caution, saying that North Korea 
would have to do much more before it becomes a fully-fledged member of the 
international community. And privately, they said that after this week's getting-to-know-you 
bilateral talks, they would begin looking for results.
Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy said that despite the newly forged diplomatic 
recognition of North Korea, he had little faith in the country's diplomatic about-face this 
year.
"We're a long way from having any confidence over North Korea's actions ... There's going 
to be a very steep learning curve for them," he said. "Diplomatic relations carry no 
conditions. We're not carrying banners and bunting" to welcome the North.
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European Union External Relations Commissioner Chris Patten voiced similar views, 
saying that while "doors and windows are starting to open" North Korea should not be 
welcomed too exuberantly. "It's sensible to be prudent in the way things move forward 
with North Korea. It's a question of confidence-building measures and taking one thing at 
a time," he said.
***********************************************
8. OPINION:  WHY IS CANADA RECOGNIZING NORTH KOREA?
by Charles Burton, Department of Political Science, Brock University, June 2000

Earlier this month it was announced that Lloyd Axworthy will be meeting with the Foreign 
Minister of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Paek Nam Sun at the ASEAN 
Regional Forum meetings this week. This meeting should lead to Canada's diplomatic 
recognition of the North Korean regime and start the process to eventual full diplomatic 
relations.
Kim Jong Il's government of North Korea has little to recommend it. There is no 
democracy or political freedom of any kind in the DPRK. The national economy has 
suffered from negative growth for several years.   Things are very bad there. How bad it 
really is is hard to reckon due to the unreliability of information about this country. 
However some statistics estimate that due to starvation, malnutrition and disease, the 
population of the North has dropped over 5% in recent years. Moreover, North Korea is 
without question the most politically repressive regime in the world today.  There are a 
very high number of political prisoners in the North. We know that torture and brutality is 
the norm in North Korean prisons. Plainly put, human rights do not exist in the DPRK. On 
top of all this, the DPRK has an advanced missile program with nuclear potential. Kim 
Jong Il's regime is sufficiently unpredictable that the world has cause for concern that 
North Korea might actually deploy its weaponry of mass destruction if push comes to 
shove. 
Nevertheless Canadian recognition of the DPRK is the right thing to do. We should not 
simply shun the DPRK because it has a very bad government with a menacing military 
capability. There are after all millions of ordinary people living there under appalling 
conditions. Under the circumstances there is probably little that Canada can do to help 
them, but standing idly by in the face of a humanitarian tragedy of the proportions of that 
in North Korea is not the Canadian way. History will judge us badly if we continue to 
ignore the reality that the Kim Jong Il regime is the regime that our Government must 
engage if Canada is to do the right thing by the people of North Korea. 
Canada already gives food aid to North Korea through multilateral agencies such as the 
World Food Programme, and NGOs such as the Canadian Foodgrains Bank. North Korea 
is highly dependent on such aid, much of it donated by the United States through UN 
agencies. However what North Korea needs more than handouts is technical assistance 
to reconstruct its devastated economy. For this reason we need to establish diplomatic 
relations with the DPRK so our Canadian International Development Agency can be 
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present there. We need to send Canadian agricultural specialists and economists into 
North Korea to assess the situation and propose measures to effect recovery of the 
DPRK's rural and industrial sectors. North Koreans should be brought out to Canada for 
training. If our experience in the early days of recognition of the People's Republic of 
China is any guide, these people will return to the DPRK from their Canadian experience 
as agents of change.
Diplomatic relations will allow Canada to have regular engagement with the North Korean 
government and military. We should seek opportunities for trade. Hopefully such political, 
military and economic engagement by Canada and the other like-minded nations now 
broaching closer engagement with the DPRK, will bring North Korea 'round to the 
possibility of gradual re-integration into the global community. Italy and Australia have 
recently recognized the DPRK and others are expected to follow shortly, so Canada will 
not be alone in this.
The process is not likely to go smoothly. Aside from its staggering disregard for the 
welfare of its own people, the North Korean regime has a well-established record of 
reneging on political commitments and defaulting on loan payments. North Korea's 
political doctrine of *juche* promotes national self-reliance with a corollary of extreme 
suspicion of the intentions of outsiders. Naturally, the DPRK regime hopes that Canadian 
aid will strengthen its hold on power and not weaken it. Nevertheless, Canada has an 
obligation to engage in a prudent policy of political and economic engagement of the North 
for strategic and humanitarian reasons. The realities of North Korea's potentially volatile 
offensive military capacity and the desperate need of its population for fundamental 
human security makes Canada's choice plain.
***********************************************
9. QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

"Before the West falls all over itself to reward Pyongyang's enigmatic dictator, it should 
consider the strong possibility that the Korean summit was just an elaborate public 
relations gambit to solicit aid for a tottering regime," said Nicholas Eberstadt, of the 
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research in a just-released paper. (from an 
AFP article entitled "US-North Korea meeting symbolic but lacks substance: analysts," 
Washington, July 28) 
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